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HIGHLIGHTS
Europe:
 Initial rise on premiums lose out to increased supplies
 French industrial action sees partial stock drawdown
 Quarter ends on full tanks awaiting summer demand
pick-up
Asia and the Middle East:
 Oversupply kept the market sentiment on bearish grounds
 Positive regrade provided incentives for refiners to continue
to produce more jet fuel
 Open arbitrage flows from North Asia-USWC with more
flows expected in Q3
United States:
 Second quarter demand for jet fuel at highest level
in nine years
 Gulf Coast jet fuel prices rose consistently throughout Q2
 Liquidity for Gulf Coast jet swaps extremely thin

With jet fundamentals remaining steadfastly on the side of
oversupply, despite sources expecting an overall increase in
demand, it took a strike in Kuwait, one of the key supplying
countries to Europe, to flip the implied forward curve into
backwardation for the first time in over a year on April 18 and
continuing for two days subsequently. While refinery operating
rates fell to 520,000 b/d from a total capacity of 930,000 b/d, –
which was the key aspect behind the flip into backwardation – it
was in the end much ado about nothing as exports proved to not
be affected with obligations met from product in storage.
European arrivals
In what had been a feature of the market in earlier quarters, the
number of Asian and Persian Gulf-origin LRs taking the longer
route via the Cape of Good Hope to European markets fell.
The initial logic behind doing this was to capture the “carry” as
a result of the wide contango structure. Also, sources have said
that delaying arrival allows for the possibility of benefiting from
a change in the target market – perhaps fortuitously landing an
LR2 in a Europe tight on product.

EUROPE
Tight supply initially, then high inventories outweigh French strike
impact in European jet market
The beginning of April saw Jet NWE differentials to the front
month ICE low sulfur gasoil futures spike to the highest levels
seen this quarter, at $33.50/mt, but not out of a surge of
demand, rather it was linked to slightly less supply.
In something of a replay of the dynamics seen in February, the
Asian market was the driver, with the physical regrade – the
difference between FOB Singapore jet and 500 ppm gasoil –
rallying hard on a well-supplied gasoil market and a paucity of
jet fuel as result of a refinery maintenance season in full swing.
This caused some of the swing barrels emanating from India
and South Korea to forgo their usual journey to Europe and
instead land in a parched Singapore, which offered a better
netback, market sources said.
However, this remains something of an exception to the rule,
with the rest of the quarter being typical of previous quarters,
with ample supply from the Middle East serving to keep jet
rangebound, as has been the case since February 2015, the last
time differentials breached the $40.00/mt level.
JET CIF VS ULSD CIF N.W.E CRG

This abatement was primarily as a result of the shift in the
contango structure of ICE low sulfur gasoil futures narrowing
from the March onwards, with the front month spread settling
into a degree of stability around minus $2.75/mt to minus $2.50/
mt during May and June.
“If you have ICE structure south of $7 then it is doable,” a source
said at the time. Since the narrowing there has only been a
smattering of jet fuel-laden vessels that have elected to take
this route.
Mixed views of French strikes impact
Labor demonstrations and strike action across France impacted
the refining sector and port operations for almost a month
starting in late May. Five out of the country’s eight refineries
went down as a result with production at the remaining three
greatly reduced. As a result of the strikes, port operations in
Fluxel-operated oil terminals Fos and Lavera as well as CIM,
Le Havre, were greatly affected resulting in fuel shortages and
difficulties in discharging of vessels.
There were mixed views in the market over how much the strikes
impacted jet fuel prices. Prior to the events, tanks across Europe
were well stocked which end-users in France used to their full
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advantage. As airlines were encouraged to refill prior to landing in
the country, some of the pull on supplies and strategic reserves
was mitigated. As a result, increases on CIF NWE cargo premiums
saw restrained upwards support, moving from $20.25/mt on
May 3 sliding up to $26.25/mt by June 1, hovering well below the
quarterly high of $33.50/mt at the beginning of April.
As May gave way to June, French strike action eventually
subsided and the market began to gear up in preparation for
the summer season, which traditionally sees increased demand
from end-users. By the end of the quarter, however, traders
were still waiting for significant buying interest to kick in. Stocks
remained high across the continent and the market was in
contango as such, buying demand was mostly by way of those
with space to store, in order to take advantage of the structure.

its output over gasoil. The FOB Singapore physical regrade,
the premium that jet fuel commands over co-product gasoil,
averaged plus $2.04/b for the first quarter of 2016, proving to be
an incentive for refiners to produce more jet fuel.
With the regrade still trending in positive grounds at an average
of 25 cents/b over the past few weeks, refiners are likely to keep
producing more jet fuel as they also expect demand to pick up
once the summer travel season starts in the West.
On Supply fundamentals, South Korea’s oil product stocks hit
a record high in March, with jet stocks 52.1% year on year to
3.62 million barrels, according to data from Korea National
Oil Corp.
China’s stocks of jet fuel also increased by 23.88% year on year
to 2.5 million mt in April, according to data from state-owned
Xinhua news agency.

ASIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Asian jet fuel market bearish, unsupported by open arbitrage flows
The Asian jet fuel/kerosene market remained lackluster in the
second quarter amid weak buying and ample supply and despite
positive arbitrage economics over May-June.
There was a slight uptick seen in March and early April, mainly
due to limited regional spot cargoes coming from North Asia
amid refinery turnarounds. But the refineries started resuming
operations, spot cash premiums began to slip again.
The supply overhang in Asia stemmed from a closed arbitrage
to the West – both to Europe and the US West Coast – and lack
of supportive demand within Asia, trade sources said.
But despite the weak demand, North Asian refineries did not
reduce jet fuel production amid robust regrade values, which
added to the supply overhang.
And while arbitrage flows to the US West Coast opened since
May, and were expected to continue into the third quarter,
supply overhang in Asia is not expected to reduce anytime soon
as refineries continue maximizing jet fuel production.
Supply over hang
Jet fuel output boomed in the second-quarter as North Asian
refineries returning from their annual turnarounds maximized
REGRADE

On the demand front, some support was seen from China with
its apparent demand in May at 788,000 b/d, up 0.7% from April,
according to S&P Global Platts data. Data from the Civil Aviation
Administration of China also showed overall aviation traffic
continued to register growth in the second-quarter, with total
traffic turnover in April rising 12.6% year on year.
Active cross-regional flows expected in Q3
Arbitrage flows from Asia to Europe and the US were mixed in
the second quarter, with short periods of opened arbitrage seen
that helped to clear some of the supply overhang in the region.
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However, going into the third quarter more East-West arbitrage
opportunities could be seen, especially on the North Asia-US
West Coast route, which continues to remain open.
Firmer demand in the US West Coast, cheaper freight and
surplus Asian supply were factors promoting this trade flow.
“The arbitrage [to the US West Coast] is definitely open. We
expect to see more cargoes move from second-half July,” a
trade source said.
Latest data released by the Energy Information Association
showed US demand for jet fuel was at its highest in five months.
Total jet fuel supplied in the US, a measure of demand, rose
201,000 b/d to 1.88 million b/d for the week ended June 24. This
was the highest level since January 22 this year, when it was at
1.89 million b/d.
Estimates for imports into Europe for June were between 1.8
million mt and 2 million mt. With summer travel kicking off in
the coming weeks, demand in Europe is expected to increase
for the aviation fuel, and could have a positive effect on supply/
demand balances in Asia as well.
While the second quarter ended on a bearish note amid ample
supply and lackluster demand and cash differentials at onemonth lows of minus 43 cents/b, sentiments are expected to
firm in third quarter – the peak demand season for jet.
UNITED STATES
US jet fuel prices rise as summer flying approaches record high
The US jet fuel market rebounded slightly in the second quarter
of 2016, buoyed by increased demand heading into peak travel
season along with a slowly strengthening oil complex and
underlying NYMEX ULSD futures contract.
By the end of the second quarter, demand for US jet fuel had
risen to its highest level in five months, Energy Information
Administration data showed. Total jet fuel supplied in the US,
which implies product demand, rose 201,000 b/d to 1.88 million
b/d for the week ended June 24. That marked its highest level
since January 22, when it was at 1.89 million b/d, the highest
weekly reading in more than 15 years.
Demand for jet fuel through the second quarter as a whole
averaged 1.64 million b/d, up from an average of 1.58 million b/d
in Q2 2015.
In fact, second quarter demand was the highest since Q2 2007,
when it also averaged 1.64 million b/d.

Gulf Coast prices show consistent climb
In the Gulf Coast, prices for the benchmark 54 grade on Colonial
Pipeline reached their strongest levels as the industry headed
into summer’s peak air travel season.
But when the quarter began, prices were not much higher than
those seen during the first quarter. Two of the first three days in
April saw S&P Global Platts assess 54 grade below $1/gal.
But once 54 grade broke through to $1.0339 on April 6, the
rebound was on. It would not dip below $1/gal again.
Gulf Coast jet averaged $1.1345/gal in April, then rose to an
average of $1.2960/gal in May. June closed the second quarter
even stronger, at an average price of $1.3847/gal.
The average price of $1.2734/gal for the second quarter as a
whole was still well below the average of $1.7608/gal for the
same period in 2015. As for forward structure, the Gulf Coast
market showed a slight contango of around 10-25 points/cycle
heading into the third quarter of 2016.
Jet fuel’s mild resurgence mirrored that of its underlying frontmonth NYMEX ULSD futures contract, which averaged $1.3931/
gal for the second quarter. But while the futures were stronger
than Q1, they were significantly weaker than the $1.8965/gal
average for the same period in 2015.
Gulf Coast jet fuel inventories were higher for the second
quarter, averaging 15.48 million barrels per week, according
to EIA data. That was up from a first quarter average of 14.38
million barrels per week, and well above the Q2 2015 weekly
average of 12.52 million barrels.
Production in the Gulf Coast continued to strengthen, as well.
Refiner turned out an average of 854,000 b/d in the second
quarter, compared to 799,000 b/d during the first quarter of 2016
and well above the 2015 Q2 average of 824,000 b/d, EIA data
showed.
Off-spec issues in East and Midwest
Issues with off-spec jet fuel on the Atlantic Coast continued
into the second quarter. Sources said there was concern about
some barrels coming off Colonial Pipeline testing off-spec for
thermal stability.
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The US trade organization Airlines for America predicted that
summer passenger volumes will hit an all-time high in 2016.
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The A4A forecast showed that 231.1 million passengers, more
than 2.51 million/day, were expected to take to the skies
between June 1 and August 31, 2016. That would represent a 4%
rise over the previous high of 222.3 million passengers in 2015.
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This caused a premium of as much as 80 points for Buckeye
Pipeline barrels in New York Harbor over Colonial barrels in
Linden, New Jersey, during May.

Yet, USGC jet fuel swaps continued to decline throughout the
second quarter as stock builds piled up and forward export
arbitrage opportunities closed.

Sources said the premium had settled to around 25 points by
June, and they expected it to continue into the near future.

The lowest swap assessment recorded during the second
quarter was on May 27, 2016, at a 13 cents/gal discount to the
NYMEX ULSD futures.

On the West Coast, arbitrage opportunities for jet fuel from
North Asia to Los Angeles were closed for most of the second
quarter, Platts data showed. The arb was only open for three
days during April, and one day during May, according to Platts
calculations.
But it was open for five days in June, and sources in both the
US and Singapore said they expect more arb opportunities this
summer, and thus more jet cargoes coming to California.
EIA data showed jet fuel imports into the West Coast averaged
97,000 b/d during the second quarter, compared to 73,000 b/d
during Q1 and 70,000 in Q2 2015.
In the Midwest, jet fuel prices averaged $1.2373/gal in April,
rose to $1.4011 in May, and reached $1.4890 in June. The overall
second quarter average price was $1.3776/gal, compared with
$1.8169/gal in Q2 2015.
“Chicago’s strength is coming from continued spec issues
and pipeline allocation,” said a Midwest jet fuel source. “It has
become very challenging to supply jet to that region.”
Thin trading for jet fuel swaps
Liquidity for US Gulf Coast jet swaps was extremely thin for the
second quarter of 2016, with US airlines largely staying away
from hedges after being locked into high prices in the downward
swoon over nearly two years. From April 1 to June 30, the frontmonth USGC jet fuel swap fell to a 10.75 cents/gal discount to
the NYMEX ULSD from a 9.25 cents/gal discount, down 1.50
cents. USGC jet fuel runs spiked in early April and demand
weakened for the refined product.
Hedging in the back end held swap values steady during that
period, one swaps trader source said.
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USGC jet swap values were also affected by the Environmental
Protection Agency proposal in May to increase renewable fuel
levels. Total renewable fuel volumes would grow by nearly 18.8
million gallons between 2016 and 2017, EPA said.
“EPA is increasing biofuel regulations; this means higher jet
yields at refiners, so forward jet gets sold,” another trader said.
The latest projections from the International Air Transport
Association predicted that airlines will spend a total of $127 billion
for fuel in 2016 – less than 20% of operating costs, but still a far
cry from the more than one-third of costs just two years ago.
US airlines paid an average $1.26/gal for jet fuel in April, the
latest Bureau of Transportation Statistics data showed. That
was up 8 cents/gal from March and ended five consecutive
months of declining fuel costs. The April average was 35% less
than the $1.94/gal reported for April 2015. Sources say airlines
typically pay an additional 10-15 cents/gal after taxes and
logistical costs.
As demand for jet fuel increased through the peak summer
travel season, airlines were looking to control costs. A4A
reported that operating revenues for airlines in 2016 have been
flat, with 6.7% lower fares offsetting 6.2% traffic growth. Airline
operating expenses dropped 1.5% in the second quarter, as
lower fuel costs offset higher employee wages and benefits,
which rose 12.6%.
A4A vice president and chief economist John Heimlich said
airfares fell throughout 2015 and that trend has continued
through 2016. “As airlines compete for passengers across an
increasing portfolio of markets,” said Heimlich, “air travel is
becoming increasingly affordable and accessible.”
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WAS THIS CONTENT USEFUL?
Visit our dedicated jet fuel section on www.platts.com to find more free valuable
content, including prices, commentary, videos, podcasts, global news and Platts
methodology materials:

www.platts.com/jetfuel

For more information, please visit us online or speak to one of our sales specialists:
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